SNEHA DIVIAS ATELIER

Sneha Divias Atelier is an award winning boutique interior architecture studio based in Dubai specializing in commercial, hospitality and residential projects. We deliver a complete guest experience with a multi-disciplinary approach, presenting something unique to each and every client.

Our projects are as important to us as they are to our clients. Our architecture and design experiences are clean and balanced yet luxuriously detailed. The studio’s self-styled storytelling is concept driven, with a thoughtful process and technical expertise that lie at the heart of our firm. With an off-beat and forward-looking sensibility, we create transformative experiences. This is our identity.

PASSION

We create spaces for people to inhabit, work and experience. We look for the emotional resonance in the user. Each design, prompted by the context, absorbs the surrounding urban factors, social elements, and aesthetic values. Our projects are done with intelligence, relevance and most importantly passion.

COMMITMENT

Our concept of a successful project is to deliver a quality built environment on time and within budget. Therefore, our process and the mechanism to run through the different phases of the projects are very efficient and we have full technical control over our deliverables.

CREATIVITY

Creativity is in our DNA and is applied in the bigger picture concepts as well in the meticulous details. Our work is designed collectively, continuously moving between the intuitive and the rational – it is imaginative, thoughtful and honest. We are dedicated to delivering the unexpected and creating new visual paradigms.
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

The Atelier’s interior architecture involvement starts at the inception of a project maintaining a direct approach throughout the project’s duration with a tailor-made service that caters to the specific needs of the client. We believe that architecture should provide a "seamless experience, from outside to inside."

The starting point is to gain a clear understanding of the client’s needs and the way in which a room or sequence of spaces will be used. We have created interiors that span the spectrum from private houses to offices; from art galleries to restaurants. The space planning, quality of light, the choice of materials and the location of furnishings and works of art are coordinated as part of the overall scheme; and each element involves the same process of questioning.

We will guide you through the different phases of the project – Concept, Schematic and Detail Design supported with technical drawings, material specifications and 3D renders.

Our comprehensive design package includes coordination for landscaping, audio-visual equipment, and automation, mechanical and electrical design, as well as lighting.

INTERIOR DESIGN

Our interior design services are holistic and comprehensive including a selection of materials, furniture, lighting and project coordination. Though we are consistent in our design principles, we don’t work with recurring design solutions. Each project allows us to use a new set of ideas, research, and combinations tailored to its specific requirements, guaranteeing interiors that are impeccably layered and bespoke every time. This service assists with any or every stage of the project cycle from concept to completion and aims to create the most exquisite solutions drawing upon timeless luxury and intelligent design.

Our experience and expertise allow us to advise you comprehensively on the maximization and functionality of any design scheme.

"I don't believe in prototypes of ideas but we follow principles that apply to each project, such as geometry, balance, strong detailing. The "got it right" eureka is more a process of sketches and brainstorming after one initial thought and is refined and developed rather than it being a specific moment. " - Sneha Divias

FURNITURE STYLING & PROCUREMENT

We collaborate with our network of suppliers, artisans, artists, and craftsmen - people who are dedicated to innovation and quality. We commission custom made items but are also experienced when it comes to working towards a commercial structure. Collaborating with the best and most competitive manufacturers globally allowing our designs to be produced in volume. Our procurement services provide the best value for our customers and it is one of the most time-consuming parts of the project involving strict organizing and logistics. After we have settled on the design selections, we start ordering all the pieces according to the project time frame. Most of the time they come from all over the world, with various lead times, so it is vital we order them at the right time and to the right place. This furniture styling and procurement service also include styling and accessories.
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